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This paper describes an approach for lip tracking using dynamic deformable templates. The objective is to track lip
parameters from an audio-visual corpus recording a voice
talent who is reading text prompts in a natural and expressive way. The corpus presents challenges to the convens.
tional method of lip tracking with deformable templates.
This is because natural and expressive speech includes relatively large motions of the head and the lips. The head
ad motions lead to changes in the illumination of the face
ace region
and changes in the observed lip shape. In addition,
ion, emphathatic pronunciations lead to large changes in the lip shape.
ape
Video frames that are affected by face illumination
umination
n changes
present additional difficulty in locating
ng the mouth
uth region
(i.e. region of interest, ROI). Video frames
rames that are affected
by changes in lip shapes present additional deviations from
the lip templates and hence lower
Our
wer tracking accuracies. O
proposed method incorporates
tes
es "dynamicity" in the deformable templates to render them
em adaptive to changes in head
pose, face illumination and lip
show
sho
p shapes. Experiments
Ex
that dynamic deformable templates
outperform
outper
tes consistently
consi
the conventional deformable templates
tracking
tes in lip
li tracking.

Hence it contains large variations in head pose and lip
shapes, which
present challenges for lip tracking as will be
h pr
described later.
Th head motions lead to variations in the
ater. The
illumination
ation of the face
fa region and the observed lip shapes.
There
proposed for lip tracking, such
here are many methods
metho
m
ass snakes [6],, active ap
appearance models (AAM) [7], active
appear
deformable templates (DT) [9],
shape models (ASM) [8], def
parameters is the drawback of
etc. The need for many free pa
snakes
kes in real application. AAM/ASM requires a large
number
mber of training ddata for building the model. DT uses
predefined templates ccontrolled by an energy function to
and can detect lip contours much
approximate lip contours,
con
snakes. DT generally requires less training data
faster
ster than snake
AAM/ASM. Hence we believe that DT is suitable for
than AAM
AAM/AS
and is adopted in this work. However, the
real applications
applica
appl
presence of large variations in head pose causes distortions
in the observed lip shapes and illumination differences in
the face region, which present difficulties to lip tracking.
Emphatic lip motions captured from expressive speeches
also present similar difficulties.
We present a novel dynamic deformable template method
for lip tracking in the CU-TTAVS corpus. Unlike conventional DT, the proposed method can adaptively search for
“regions of interest” (ROIs) based on the illumination conditions and head pose of current video frame.

Index Terms— lip tracking, dynamic
temdefo
mic deformable
def
plate, text-to-audio-visual-speech (TTAVS) synthesis
s

Table 1. Statistics for the CU-TTAVS corpus (Unit: in utterance).

1. INTRODUCTION
Human speech is bimodal in nature [1]. There is much to be
gained by leveraging the complementary and redundant relations between the audio and visual modalities to enhance
human-computer speech communication, such as audio visual speech recognition [2], audio visual speaker verification
[3], text-to-audio-visual-speech (TTAVS) synthesis [4], etc.
The objective of our research is to understand the temporal relations between the audio and visual modalities for
TTAVS synthesis in Chinese Cantonese and Putonghua
(Mandarin). For this purpose, we need to perform lip tracking on an existing audio-visual corpus, the CU-TTAVS corpus, to extract visual features. Unlike other audio-visual
corpora [5], CU-TTAVS corpus contains natural head and
lip motions of a speaker reading a large set of text prompts.
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450 Cantonese utterances
Varying lip shapes
Normal Tightly closed lips
128
219
700 Putonghua utterances
Varying lip shapes
Low-level lighting
conditions
Normal Tightly closed lips
77
80
80
Low-level lighting
conditions
9

Varying
head poses
94
Varying
head poses
463

2. ANALYSIS OF THE CU-TTAVS CORPUS
The CU-TTAVS corpus aims to represent different variations including head pose, lip shapes and lighting conditions
in real situation of speech communication. There are in
total 450 Cantonese and 700 Putonghua utterances. Among
them, 86 utterances are collected with low-level lighting
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conditions; 567 utterances are recorded with large head motions; the others have the standard frontal face with different
lip shapes (i.e. normal or tightly closed lips). Detailed statistics of the corpus are shown in Table 1.
3. BACKGROUND ON LIP TRACKING
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Figure 1. Feature points and regions of interest
est for lip tracking.
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The lip ROI is then derived from nostril points in current
frame and lip points in previous frame. The coordinates of
the diagonal corners M1 (xM1, yM1) and M4 (xM4, yM4) of the
lip ROI as shown in Figure 1 are defined as:
x = x N 2 + W1 * 2
xM1 = x N 1 − W1 * 2
, M4
(3)
y M1 = ( y N1 + y N 2 ) / 2 + W / 2 y M 4 = ( y N5 + y N6 ) / 2 + H
4. LIMITATIONS
OF THE CONVENTIONAL
ITA
FORMABL
DEFORMABLE
RMABL TEMPLATE (DT) METHOD
The size and positio
position of the ROIs are crucial for lip tracking
with
template
method. Actual ROIs vary
ith the deformable
ormable templ
te
with large
head pose,
face illumination and lip
p
ge variations in he
trac
shapes.
performance drastically.
es. This may affect lip ttracking
l
4.1. Limitations of DT for low-level
lighting conditions
th conventional DT is that it can not
The first limitation of the
handle differences iin color pixel distributions, especially
lighting conditions. Figures 3(a) and (b)
under low-level lig
illustrate
frontal face samples collected under high-level
strate the fro
and low-level
lighting conditions respectively. The shadow
owaround
no in Figure 3(b) affects the binarizing process of
nd nnose
facial image and will lead to incorrect nostril detection
the faci
result
resul (see Figure 5(a) for an illustration). As a result, the
ROI
R for lip region will be falsely located according to incorrect nostril positions. This may eventually lead to wrong lip
points tracking results.
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3.1. Parameters in lip tracking
We adopt the MPEG-4 Facial Animation (FA) standard for
facial parameterization [10]. Since our work on lip tracking
is used for TTAVS, we mainly focus on the feature points in
nose and lip regions, especially the 6 points for lip tracking
as illustrated by N1 to N6 in Figure 1:
- 2 points for nostrils: these are labeled as N1 and N2 in
Figure 1. W1 denotes the width between two nostrils.
- 4 points for lips: these include the left lip corner (N3),
the right lip corner (N4), the midpoint of upper lip (N5)
and the lowest point of lower lip (N6). H denotes the
height of the lips, obtained from N5 and N6.
As will be elaborated later, some of these points help delineate three “regions of interest” (ROIs) (see Figure 1) for
tracking the two nostril points and the lip points respectively.

the two nostrils (Equation 2). Thereafter, nostril points of
current frame are searched within the two ROIs (xN1–
LxxN1+L, yN1–LyyN1+L) and (xN2–LxxN2+L, yN2–
LyyN2+L), and detected as the central point of the black
area after binarizing the image in ROIs.

w3
Figure 2. Basic template
emplate
mplate for lip tracking.
trackin

3.2. Lip tracking by deformable
ble template method
The deformable template method propos
has been
proposed in [9] ha
widely used for lip tracking. As illustrated
Figur 2, three
rated in Figure
quartics (two for upper lips, one for lower
a lip
co
er lip) comprise
template which is adjusted to approximate the
tth lip contours.
Each quartic takes the form:
x2
x4 x2
(1)
y = h(1 − 2 ) + 4q( 4 − 2 )
w
w w
where w and h are the width and height of lip contour curve
(see Figure 2). q(=1) is the parameter controlling the curve
shape. The positions of lip points are hand-defined in the
first video frame to generate the initial parameters (i.e. w, h)
for template. Then the template deviations are controlled by
a temporal penalty energy function in the subsequent frames
to extract the lip points in each frame. The energy function
is defined to evaluate whether or not a point belongs to the
lip region (lip ROI) based on color and edge information.
The 2 nostril ROIs are utilized in the determination of the
lip ROI. These 2 ROIs are derived from the nostril points of
the previous frame N1 (xN1, yN1) and N2 (xN2, yN2) as shown in
Figure 1. Variable L is defined as the half distance between
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(a) high illumination condition (b) low illumination condition

Figure 3. Face samples under different lighting conditions.

(a) frontal face sample

(b) face sample with tilted pose

Figure 4. Face samples with different head poses.

4.2. Limitations of DT on non-frontal facial images
The second limitation is related to head pose variations. In
conventional DT, the lip ROI is set to be large enough to
contain all possible lip points. However, this may lead to
the inclusion of non-facial features (e.g. hair, collar) in the
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ROI on non-frontal facial images. Figure 4 shows the sample of such situation. In Figure 4(b), the speaker lowers her
head and turns left; the lip points could not be precisely located due to the influence of the microphone and collar.
4.3. Limitations due to large variations in lip shapes
The last limitation of the conventional DT is that it can not
model the lip shape with large deviations from the template.
Conventional DT assumes the lip shape to be 4th order
curve using 3 quartics. But in CU-TTAVS corpus, the
speaker often closes her lips tightly (Figure 9), where the 3
quartics degrade into just one quadratic or even a line in
such circumstances, leading to incorrect lip tracking results.

xM1 = x N1 − W1 , xM 4 = x N 2 + W1
(5)
Figure 6(b) shows the lip tracking result using the refined
parameters, where only facial features are contained in the
small ROI. As a result, all lip points are precisely located.
Left lip M1

M3

M4

(a) result of conventional method

M2

M3

M4

(b) result of dynamic method

Figure 6. Lip tracking result on non-frontal facial image.
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However, the
co
points may exceed the small ROI as
he lip corner
ted inn Figure 77. Another dynamic method is proillustrated
posedd to fix this
problem, as described in Table 2. The size
problem
his prob
off the lip ROI
dynamically
dynamica determined by the detection
OI is dyna
result off lip corner points. Wh
When the left/right lip corner is
detected
edge of the ROI (i.e. xN3=xM1 or
ted on the left/right ed
=xxM
xNN44=
M4
4), it indicates that lip corner points may exceed the
small
ll ROI and the size
siz of ROI should be enlarged dynamidynam
dynamic method, all the lip points can be
cally. With this dyn
precisely tracked in CU-TTAVS corpus.
Table
Dynam algorithm for position and size of the lip ROI.
ble 22. Dynamic
=xxNN11-W1, xM4=xN2+W1;
xM1
M =
Lip
tracking using deformable template;
track
p trac
if ((xxNN3=xM1) or (xN4=xM4)
Re-calculate the value of lip ROI:
xM1=xN1-W1*2, xM4=xN2+W1*2;
Lip tracking using deformable template;
end if;
Output the lip tracking results.

( xN1 − xN2 ) 2 + ( y N1 − y N2 ) 2 + 1

(4)
4)
, α ≥2
α
condition.
mined by lighting conditi
where α is dynamically determined
larger.
The illumination is lower, α is larg
Several dynamic values of α can be considered with ret
spect to complex illumination conditions. In this paper, the
nostrils are
initial value of α is empirically set to be 4. The nostril
searched within a relatively small ROI
OI based
bas on the L value
with skin
wer pixels
pix
computed with α =4; and thus the fewer
color would affect the nostril detection result.
sult. If the nostril
sult
can not be found, α is dynamically changed to 2 to define a
bigger ROI for searching. Figure 5(b) shows the nostrils
searching result of the dynamic method, where right nostril
is correctly located.

Pr

L=

M1
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5. THE DYNAMIC DEFORMABLE TEMPLATE
METHOD
A dynamic deformable template method is proposed for lip
tracking in the CU-TTAVS corpus with large variations in
head pose, face illumination and lip shapes.
5.1. Nostril searching according to lighting conditions
The first dynamic adaptation is for nostril search under variable illumination conditions. As illustrated in Figure 5(a),,
the nostrils might be falsely located under low illumination
tion
condition because of the difficulty in discriminating
g color
pixels of the nostrils from the background skin color
or due to
the shadow around nose. To solve this problem, the ROI for
nostrils is redefined so as it can dynamically
ly fit different
rent
conditions of illumination:

M2

(a) result of conventional method

(b) result of dynamic method

Figure 5. Nostril searching result under low-level lighting.

5.2. Lip tracking on non-frontal facial images
The second dynamic adaptation is for lip tracking on facial
images with varying head poses. Figure 6(a) shows the lip
tracking result of the conventional method, where the left lip
corner has been falsely placed on the collar. It is caused by
the influence of non-facial features (i.e. collar) contained in
the large ROI. To solve this problem, the width of the lip
ROI is redefined to produce the small ROI for lip region:
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5.3. Lip tracking on facial image with varying lip shapes
The last dynamic adaptation of our method is for tracking
lip contours with varying lip shapes. When the lip shape
degrades into a curve or a line because the speaker’s lips are
tightly closed, a threshold H* for the mouth height H (see
Figure 1) is experimentally defined as:
H

∗

¦
= 0.1*

n
i =1

Hi

n

, n = 557

(6)

557 utterances in CU-TTAVS corpus with different head
poses and lip shapes have been used as the training set to
calculate the threshold. The Hi in Equation (6) is the average mouth height in utterance i. While tracking the lip contours for the image frames of a new utterance, if H is smaller than H*, the lip shape is assumed to be a line; and a parabolic curve is used to approximate the lip contour:
y = h' (1 −

x2
w'2

)

(7)

where w’ and h’ are the width and height of the parabolic
curve. The lip corner points are determined the same as
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Table 3. MSE for different methods under various conditions.

before; the other lip points are not generated by the template.

Low-level
lighting
Conventional DT method
427.98
Dynamic DT method
22.12

6. EXPERIMENTS

7. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a dynamic deformable template method
for lip tracking. The objective is to track lip parameters for
TTAVS from an audio-visual corpus recorded in a natural
and expressive way. The large head and lip motions in the
corpus present challenges to the conventional deformable
template. Head motions lead to changes in face illumination
and observed lip shape. Emphatic pronunciations lead to
large changes in lip shape also. Face illumination changes
present additional
tiona difficulty in locating the ROIs. Lip shape
changes present
additional deviations from lip templates.
esent ad
roposed
Our proposed
ed method
metho incorporates "dynamicity" in the deformable
render them adaptive to changes in
mable templates
mplates tto ren
head pose, face
and lip shapes. Experiments
ce illumination
illumin
show that dynamic deform
deformable
deformabl templates outperform the
conventional
in lip tracking.
templ
entional deformable templates
tem

f

As an illustration, Figure 8 shows the lip tracking results of
the non-frontal facial image under low-level lighting condition. Figure 8(a) gives the result of the conventional DT.
As illustrated by the arrows, the right nostril is incorrectly
located due to the low illumination. The left lip corner is
falsely located below the face because the lip ROI is too big
and affected by non-facial features (i.e. hair). These distortions are caused by the tilted head pose. Figure 8(b) shows
the result of the proposed dynamic DT method. The right
nostril point is properly located and the lip feature points are
precisely extracted by restricting the ROIs. The manually
annotated nostril and lip points are shown in Figure 8(c).
This illustrates the superiority of the dynamic DT method.
The lip tracking results on images with varying lip shapes
are also evaluated. Figure 9(a) shows an image sample from
CU-TTAVS corpus, where the speaker tightly closes her
lips. It is impossible to discriminate the upper and lower
lips. In this situation, the lip contour is approximated by a
parabolic curve as described in section 5.3. The lip tracking
g
result is shown in figure 9(b), where the central point is determined by the parabolic curve defined in Equation (7).
7).

Varying
Varying
head poses lip shapes
40.86
59.29
32.70
31.97
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(a) result of
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Figure 8. Lip tracking result under
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Figure 9. Lip tracking result for the tightly closed lips.

We use the mean square error (MSE) to evaluate
eval
the pereva
formance of the lip tracking methods. The
h automatically
tracked feature points are compared with the manually annotated feature points.
1
20
MSEi =
¦ ( x ij' − x ij ) 2 + ( y ij' − y ij ) 2
20 j =1
(8)
4

MSE = ¦i =1 MSEi

where xji’, yji’ are the coordinates of lip point i (i.e. in Figure
1) on image frame j generated by the DT method; xji, yji are
the corresponding coordinates annotated manually. The
MSE values for conventional and dynamic DT methods are
calculated on 20 frames with above various conditions. As
can been seen from the results shown in Table 3, MSE values of the newly proposed dynamic DT method are lower
than those of the conventional method under all conditions.
This indicates the validity of the dynamic DT method by
overcoming the limitations of the conventional DT method.
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